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I hate to say “the market can go up or down”, cause we all know that, but currently that’s really all we can say about 

the current price action. Although yesterday’s forecast “A short term drop below SPX2441 … targets SPX2435ish...” 

was correct (today’s low was SPX2436), I also mentioned a bearish potential, where the recent rally to SPX2455 is 

part of Intermediate-a and today I wanted to show that count (Fig 1B), but the bullish count remains preferred as 

the market has still not dropped below SPX2430 (Fig 1A). There’s a chart gap at SPX2430, which is right around the 

61.8% of the SPX2417-2455 rally (2431) and it is not un uncommon target for a b-wave (like a 2nd wave). The green 

up arrows then show potential price targets depending on different Fib-relationships and assuming gap fill (reed 

rectangle). Don’t hang your hat on these numbers yet as we do need to see price move first back above SPX2447 

and then SPX2451 to be certain wave-c is underway. 

Figure 1. SPX 1 minute charts. Subdividing intermdiate-b vs intermediate-a still underway. 

 

 

The bearish alternative, which I have to be cognative off especually since we’re dealing with a corretion, has minute-

b of minor-c of intermediate-a at SPX2455 and price is now making it’s way down to ~SPX2400 (c=a) for all of 

intermediate-a. A break below SPX2430 is a first sign, with confirmation below SPX2417.  
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The S&P500 traded down all day, despite a gap up, and is still it’s 50d SMA. The current ideal A.I. buy signal remains, 

but price follow throug is hitherto the weakest I’ve seen in a very long time. It is still poiting up, but if the bearish 

count takes hold, it will mean the current signal is probably the 4th failed signal in this indicators’ history; and for 

those who have followed me from the very beginning, you know the A.I.’s track record is very good. Again, like I said 

yesterday, no one single method works 100% of the time, and all we can do use it together with all other tools to 

our disposal. In the mean time the RSI5, MACD and MFI are pointing down, and price really has to move over the 

50d and 20d SMAs to target resistance at SPX2465-2480. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: price unable to get above its 50d SMA, TIs are all pointing down, except the A.I.. 
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The S&P500’s McClellan Oscillator (MO) ended today at -30; a 4p decrease over yesterday and the Summation Index 

(SPXSI) simple continues its sell signal: more stocks are declining than advancing on the S&P500: bearish. Period. 

Interestingly, NYMO and NYAD increased again today. Hence, the conflicting signals from yesterday continue, but 

the SPXSI tells us to continue to expect lower prices. However, its RSI14 is getting close to 10, which often is the level 

from which -at a minium- bounces start.  

Figure 4.  SPXSI still pointing down (on a sell) as market breadth ended at -30 today, but getting close to very oversold 

 

In conclusion: The SPXSI continues its story of a dominant down trend and the current move off the SPX2417 low 

is most likely counter trend. Today’s further selling may put the ideal A.I. buy signal under pressure, which 

happens seldom, but not until price moves below SPX2430, as that opens the door to ~SPX2400 to complete all of 

intermediate-a. A move down to SPX2435-2430 and then a rally back over SPX2447 is the first sign of a currently 

ongoing subdividing intermediate-b wave, with minor-b retracing ~62% of minor-a. I am unfortunately not able 

to give more certainty about the market’s direction short term, but that’s the name of the game when dealing 

with corrections and especially 4th waves. Thus, keep taking profits quickly as they can evaporate quickly. I expect 

Yellen’s speech at Jackson Hole to be a catalyst. The presented price levels should help “traders” among us 

position themselves. And when in doubt, stay out because it is always better wishing you were in than out. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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